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CLAREVILLE NURSERY 

& GARDEN CENTRE    

2020 DECIDUOUS TREE LIST 

   

Welcome to our 2020 Deciduous List. As you will see, there is plenty to choose from with our vast range. If varieties that 

you seek are not on our list, please enquire, as we are happy to try & obtain specific varieties. There are many good reasons 

to purchase your Deciduous Trees from Clareville Nursery & Garden Centre. 

- Our selection is extensive, with over 170 varieties there will be something for everybody  

- We source our plants from leading growers that have a history of producing quality plants 

- All our staff are experienced & have a passion for plants.  Our Deciduous trees are handled, potted & sold by people who 

know plants 

- Very competitive pricing. Our prices compare favourably against other suppliers.  

Whilst we carry large stocks of more popular varieties, if there are specific varieties, you require we recommend pre-

ordering to avoid disappointment. Please feel free to contact us with any enquiries or to place your order at; 

Clareville Nursery & Garden Centre 

P.O. Box 6, Carterton 

ph. (06) 3798604 

E-Mail:  clarevillenursery@xtra.co.nz 

Don’t forget to “Like” our Facebook page to keep up to date with all the happenings & specials at Clareville Nursery & 

Garden Centre.                                           
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Acer’s (Maples) 

Acers (Maples) are all easily grown in well-drained soils with reasonable moisture in Spring & Summer.   They are valued for their foliage, which may 

be variegated or have outstanding Autumn colour & also have attractive bark.  Grow large maples as specimen trees, or smaller varieties for patios or 

smaller gardens.  Maples are also highly valued for growing in containers. 
Acer Aratama Topiary - “Aratama” meaning “Uncut Gem”, is a dwarf maple with tiny leaves that emerge purple red in the spring. Leaves 

will age to green in the summer providing a two-tone appearance of greens and burgundy. Autumn brings on orange, red and yellow to the 

leaves. 'Aratama' forms a dense round shrub.  (1.2m x1m) 

 $49.95 

Acer Autumn Moon - A lovely small Japanese maple, it can be a bold element with a quiet elegance in the garden. This deciduous tree leafs 

out in the spring with unusual burnt-orange colour. Grown in shade the leaves colour more pale to yellowish green tones.The striking palmate 

leaves have a pleated effect reminding one of a geishas' fan. The brightly coloured foliage is resistant to burning in full sun and makes it the 

focal point of any planting. Hardy 

 $49.95 

Acer Bloodgood – One of our most popular maples!  Distinctive small upright tree.  Deep maroon-red foliage carried well throughout the 

season into late summer & turns vibrant red in Autumn.  Showy red seeds.  (4mx2m) 

 $49.95 

Acer Burgundy Lace - A relatively small growing specimen tree, this attractive cultivar of the Japanese Maple ‘Burgundy Lace’ is grown for 

its purple-red foliage and interesting growth habit. Its leaves are dissected & produce a delicate appearance. The foliage appears more vibrant 

in the spring when the new leaves emerge, but it also produces a good display of autumn colours. It tends to have an open spreading growth 

habit. This compact cultivar makes a wonderful accent for any landscape.  (3m x 2m) 

 Large 

Grade 

Available 

Acer Chishio - A neat compact grower. Brilliant crimson spring growth turns partially green in the summer. Red to orange tones in autumn.  

(1.5m) 

 $45.00 

Acer Earthfire -   A compact deciduous shrub with a low-spreading form. Leaf lobes are deeply dissected, new growth is an unusual brownish 

red. Autumn colour ranges between orange and red. (1.5m) 

 $45.00 

Acer Emerald Lace – Deeply dissected foliage bursts into life in Spring in a bright shade of lime green.  As summer approaches, the leaves 

become edged with red for a striking contrast.  Finally, in Autumn the foliage takes on a red orange.  Such vibrant seasonal interest.  The softly 

rounded crown is made up of elegantly arching branches.  (1.8mx1.8m) 

 From 

$49.95 

Acer Esk Flamingo - Weeping Maple. A beautiful tree with cream, pink and green coloured leaves in spring and summer and pink branches in 

winter. Will perform best protected from strong wind. (4m x 3m) 

1.8m+ $69.95 

Acer Fireglow – An upright well-branched large shrub or small tree with dark wine-red foliage that keeps the intensity of colour well during 

Summer.  Has a bushier more compact habit than other similar forms.  Scarlet & crimson Autumn tones. (6mx2.5m) 

 From 

$49.95 

Acer  Fjellheim  Pronounced Fell-hime. The stems and branches turn an outstanding coral-red colour when cooler weather sets in for the 

winter. In spring, lime green leaves emerge that contrast beautifully with coral bark. Yellow autumn foliage.  (2m) 

 $45.00 

Acer platanoides Globosum - A great, grafted variety of Norway Maple.  A symmetrical and round-headed small tree which is grafted onto a 

1.7m standard, which means the trunk will never grow taller than 1.7m, just the standard above will grow bigger and create an almost ball 

shape.  Requires little or no pruning to maintain its shape.  (4mx4m) 

 From 

$62.00 
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Acers Continued…………. 

Acer platanoides Nigrum - A spreading, fast-growing tree that handles some exposure. Large crimson/dark purple leaves are five-lobed, 

turning reddish green in summer and finally orange and crimson in autumn. (15m) 

 From 

$48.00 

Acer Green Mist - A dynamic and cascading tree with deeply dissected and pendulous light green leaves in summer and turn into dazzling 

orange red in fall. Its fall colour and reddish bark provide an astonishing and misty look to gardeners. Like other maples, acer palmatum green 

mist vigorously grows in full sun to partial sun. It prefers moist, well-drained soil.   (2.5m x 1m) 

 $60.00 

Acer Hog-yoku – An older cultivar most known for the pumpkin orange colour.  An upright somewhat stocky structure.  A stunning display of 

fall colour when planted with the brilliant red “Osakazuki”.  Easy to grow & beautiful year-round, a classic for every garden.  (4mx3m) 

 From 

$49.95 

Acer Japanese Sunrise - Like Senkaki, but with peachy coloured stems. New leaves have a reddish tinge but are green over summer and have 

outstanding golden yellow autumn colour. (4m) 

 $45.00 

Acer palm. Jeffers Red - A spectacular hybrid maple with great beauty and vigour. Summer foliage is a rich mid green, autumn colour is 

spectacular red and orange tones that lasts longer than other maples.  (4mx4m) 

 From 

$29.95 

Acer Lace Lady - This has feathery foliage that emerges burgundy red in the spring and is known for holding its red colour right through the 

summer taking on a vibrant crimson red in autumn. Rightfully named, Acer Lace Lady, the foliage is deeply dissected and forms an attractive 

loose crown. 

 $60.00 

Acer Mikawa Yatsubusa - The very best of the upright dwarfs. In spring, each pale green leaf is layered one on top of another as they emerge. 

Very slow growing with sturdy upright structure. Glorious red fall colour.  (1.6mx1.5m) 

 From 

$34.95 

Acer Mirte - This is a very unusual palmatum that has leaves that emerge in the Spring chocolate-brown with a lime green venation.  Leaves in 

Summer turn to dark olive green & shiny.  When in full sun a wonderful bronze colour emerges.  Autumn colours are bright orange & yellow.  

(6mx2.5m) 

 From 

$49.95 

Acer Moss Gold –Deeply dissected leaves of a wonderful mossy-gold colour in spring, picking up greener tinges in summer and oranges and 

reds in autumn. Lovely red stems contrast with the gold foliage. (1mx1m)                    On 1m Standard Topiary 

 $60.00 

Acer Negundo Kelly’s Gold - Golden-yellow spring leaves that are lime-green through summer, turning to a pale-yellow in autumn. Has a 

neat, upright growth habit that will lighten up dark areas. A hardy and quick-growing maple.  (6mx4m) 

 $45.00 

Acer Negundo Violaceum - Young shoots and leaves are purple-maroon. Summer leaves green that turn gold in autumn. A vigorous grower 

that has smooth bark with a whitish bloom.  (6mx5m)    

 $45.00 

Acer Okagami - New foliage is purplish-red, deepening into a shiny blackish red as the leaves mature. Green tones blend in towards late 

summer until autumn produces this beautiful scarlet red. This is an upright small tree.  (4mx2m) 
 From 

$49.95 

Acer Osakasuki – One of my favourites!  New growth a pinky bronze that turns green.  Considered to have the brightest scarlet Autumn 

colours.  A small robust upright spreader.  (4mx3m)  Please enquire we may have larger grades available. 

 From 

$49.95 

Acer Raraflora – Is a lovely dissectum maple that has an attractive light orange Spring colour.  Summer colour is a deep red to maroon colour, 

with leaves turning orange in Autumn.  Strong weeping growth habit. (2m) 

 $59.95 
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Acers Continued…. 

Acer Red Feather – A lace-leaf form identical in appearance to “Red filigree Lace” but, more vigorous in growth.  Deeply divided leaves hold 

in their colour throughout the season.  In the fall they turn bright crimson. (1.5mx1m)                                 

  

$59.95 

Acer Russet Lace Leaf – A new weeping maple with colour unlike anything that has been available before.  The spring growth come out with 

lovely russet colours in pink, cream, gold/yellow, before maturing to greens.  Autumn colours are in yellow, orange and reds.   (1.5m x 1m) 

 $60.00 

Acer palm. Rubrum - A broadly columnar tree noted for its fast growth and magnificent bright-red autumn colour. Has clusters of small red 

flowers. Wilted leaves can be toxic to horses. Can be used for maple syrup or furniture timber production. Prefers moist soils but will tolerate 

swampy soils and poor, dry soils.   

  

From 

$29.95 

Acer Seiryu (Lace leaf maple) – Upright growing with finely dissected green foliage clothing gracefully arching branches.  Autumn colours 

are soft yellows to gold.  (3mx2.5m) 

 From 

$45.00 

Acer Senkaki - The main feature of this Maple is the fiery coral red colour of the branches & twigs that are a real stand out in winter when the 

tree is bare. The green summer foliage turns golden yellow in autumn. (2mx2m) 

 $49.95 

Acer Shaina - Dwarf. This is an excellent small tree that will grow happily in a container or the garden. The branches and leaves are an 

attractive wine red which deepens slightly in autumn. Good compact upright habit. Happiest in the sun or semi-shade with protection from 

harsh winds. (2m x 2m) 

 $49.95 

Acer Shiraz – A must have!  Enjoy the traditional red leaves in Spring which settle to dark green rimmed in pink by the Summer then another 

blaze of scarlet before it releases its foliage for Winter.  This maple gives nice notes of texture to the garden with its curious jagged leaves.  

(3mx2m) 

 $45.00 

Acer Stella Rosa – (Red Star) – It is decidedly weeping, delicate & graceful.  The foliage emerges bright red in early spring holding the bright 

red colour well into Summer before turning darker red & then red burgundy.  Autumn colour bright red with orange undertones, spectacular.  

(3mx3m) 

 $60.00 

Acer. Tsuma-Gaki - (The Finger-Painted Lady Maple) Medium sized maple; pale yellow green leaves edged at the tips with red giving an 

unusual contrast and two-toned look. By mid-summer the leaves go deep green with a hint of bronze on the tips.  (3mx3m) 

 From 

$49.95 

Acer Ueno Yama - Japanese Maple. An upright form with lobed leaves that have distinctive orange tones as they emerge in spring. Gradually 

the leaves mature to a pale green. Orange-red in autumn. Plant in a sheltered position away from harsh wind and afternoon sun.   (3m x 3m) 

 $45.00 

Acer Crimson Queen–A spreading weeping form with scarlet-red stems & finely 

dissected deep reddish-purple leaves.  Retains leaf colour throughout Summer.  Scarlet red in Autumn.  

(1mx1.5m)   60cm Standard $47.50           1m Standard - $50.00     High Worked $60.00 

Acer Viridis – Has soft, fresh-green foliage in spring, deeper green through Summer, 

becoming golden yellow & orange in autumn. Strongly cascading branches form a dome-shaped plant at maturity. (1.5mx1.5m) 

                           Patio – From $36.95      60cm Standard - $47.50        1m Standard From $50.00       Topiary 1m Standard $59.95 

Aesculus carnea - This cultivar produces large candelabra-like, deep red flowers in late spring. These make for a spectacular display on a well-

shaped, medium-sized tree is more suited to warmer climates.  (6m x 5m) 

1.5m From 

$53.00 

Albizzia j. Rosea (Silk Tree). This is a fabulous quick growing tree with a single stem & a good shade canopy making it ideal to relax under. 

Soft ferny foliage & fluffy fuzzy blooms in warm pink that appear in summer.  (5mx4m) 

 $47.00 

Albizzia Red Silk If you want to sit under soft ferny foliage and look up at fuzzy fluffy carmine red flowers then this is the tree for you. Very 

pretty specimen tree with a single trunk and good shade canopy. Flowers during Summer. Quite quick growing.  (5mx4m) 

 $47.00 
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Alnus Cordata -.  Extremely tolerant, fast growing tree that loves moisture. Attractive heart shaped leaves that are green and glossy. The male 

flower catkins appear before the leaves and the female flowers develop into small woody cones. Ideal for planting in wet areas.  Also great as a 

wind hardy shelter or trimmed hedge.  (12m x 8m) 

1.8m $29.95 

Alnus Jorullensis - The Mexican Alder is a quick growing evergreen or semi evergreen (in cold climates) tree with attractive serrated green 

leaves, grey bark and catkins. Perfect for windbreaks, privacy or shelter. Easy to grow, trims well, timber can be used for firewood. Prefers sun  

&  adequate moisture. Evergreen.  (10m x 6m) 

1.8m $29.95 

Amelanchier canadensis – (Shad Bush) - Attractive, tall, spreading shrub to small tree. Fairy-like display of bronzy foliage and white flowers 

in spring. Red-orange autumn colour. Makes an attractive trimmed hedge.  (7mx4m) 

 $46.95 

Betula Jacquimontii - Fast-growing, upright tree with beautiful snow-white bark. Stunning planted en masse, especially in winter. Deep-green 

glossy leaves, with yellow autumn foliage. (12m) 

 $39.00 

Betula papyrifera – Otherwise known as the Paper birch it is from a species of birch native to northern North America. The bark is commonly 

bright white colour that flakes in fine horizontal strips and often with small black marks and scars.  In trees younger than five years, the bark 

appears brown with white lenticels. The leaves are alternate ovate. The buds are conical and small and are green in colour with brown edges. 

The flowers are wind-pollinated catkins.  (8m x 4m) 

 From 

$29.95 

Betula Pendula – (Silver Birch) - A tree adaptable to a wide range of conditions. Popular for its semi- pendulous habit. Juvenile bark is golden 

brown, as the tree matures the main trunk & limbs become vivid white with black clefts (10 x 6m)  

 From 

$29.95 

Betula Silver Shadow - Himalayan Birch. A stunning tree which will be shown to its best advantage planted in groups. The trunk of the tree 

develops smooth unblemished white bark with a horizontally peeling habit. The dark green leaves have serrated edges and form a large open 

crown turning soft yellow in autumn. This stunning tree is easy to grow in sun or part shade.  The pure whiteness of the bark may take 4 or 5 

years to completely develop.   (8m x 4m) 

 $49.95 

Betula u White Spires - (Himalayan Birch) - A selected form of this special tree that has a glistening white trunk of peeling bark. The dark 

green foliage has serrated edges and turns warm yellow in autumn. 'White Spire' tends to have a very upright columnar habit. (8mx4m) 

2m $49.95 

Carpinus Betulis fastigata - A medium-sized tree with a narrow columnar habit, perfect for avenue planting. Grows well on well-drained soils 

in part/full sun. Leaves turn yellow/gold in autumn. Hardy. (12m) 

 From 

$51.95 

Cedrela sinensis Flamingo - The slender, erect branches bear pinnate leaves of rich warm-pink in early-spring. Leaves become cream-pink 

and mature to green by summer. Can be halved in height or pruned to the ground to encourage a profusion of new stems. Orange-yellow 

autumn leaves.  (4m x 3m) 

1.2m+ $39.95 

Cercis can. Forest Pansy – An attractive small deciduous tree with an interesting branch formation. In spring these branches are covered in 

tiny, hot pink blossoms. The wow factor continues when the deep maroon foliage appears. (4mx3m) 

1.3m $45.00 

Cercis Texas White - An interesting deciduous tree with a tiered branch pattern. In spring the bare branches are smothered in clusters of tiny 

white blossom. Handsome, glossy green, heart shaped leaves follow. Mellow yellow autumn tones prior to leaf fall. Plant in deep fertile soil in a 

sheltered spot.  (5mx4m) 

 $45.00 

Chimonanthus Praecox (Wintersweet) -   A deciduous tree with delightful spicy fragrant yellow flowers in winter. A hardy shrub for the 

sheltered sunny site. (2m x 1m) 

1m+ $38.00 
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CORNUS or DOGWOODS – The Dogwoods as they are known are beautiful small trees with attractive flower bracts, form or foliage. They 

like acid soil conditions & appreciate the Wairarapa’s climate. 
Cornus Alba Siberica - A spreading shrub with dark-green leaves that provide great autumn colour in shades of orange and red, then drop to 

expose brilliant red stems in winter. Clusters of small creamy white flowers in summer. Best stem colour is in full sun. (2m) 

 From 

$39.95 

Cornus Andrea Hart - In spring the bare branches are decorated by pink bracts that surround the tiny flower.  Fresh green summer foliage has 

attractive autumn tones prior to leaf fall.  (3m x 2.5m)   

80cm  $39.95 

Cornus Cherokee Chief - Deep rose flower bracts, paler at the base. New spring growth deep bronzy red,  deep green & glossy through 

Summer. Yellow, scarlet & wine-red leaves in Autumn. (3mx3m)                                                                       
 $45.50 

Cornus Cherokee Princess - Superb creamy-white flower bracts produced in abundance over spring. Autumn foliage turns to colourful 

orange, apricot and red tones. (4mx3m) 

80cm $45.50 

Cornus Cherokee Sunset - Showy red flower bracts appear in spring followed by red strawberry fruits that birds love. The variegated green 

foliage is broadly outlined with lemon yellow, with hints of bronze and pink in spring. Striking autumn colour. Plant in a sunny position.  

(3mx2.5m) 

 $45.50 

Cornus k. China Girl – A oriental Cornus that has showy white flower bracts which appear on the horizontal layered branches in spring-

summer. The flowers are followed by small red fruits. Very pretty in full bloom. Green summer foliage colours well prior to leaf fall.  

(5mx3m) 

 $45.50 

Cornus florida Cloud 9 – Pure large white flowers.  Autumn foliage colours are orange & scarlet, strong tree with a spreading habit.  Free 

flowering. (3mx2.5m)   

 From 

$46.50 

Cornus contraversa “Golden Wedding” - Beautifully tiered branches in layers have green leaves broadly margined with gold. New spring 

growth is bronze-tinted. White flowers top the branches in summer. Slow-growing, small tree which is spectacular as a specimen tree.   

(5m x 4m) 

 $55.00 

Cornus contraversa Variegata - This unique & special Cornus is highly valued for the unusual layered structure of its branches giving it the 

common name of 'The Wedding Cake Tree'. The new foliage is soft green edged with cream accented by the reddish tinge of the new branches.  

Little white flowers in summer. Even stunning when not in leaf. (3mx2m) 

50cm $66.00 

Cornus hybrid Eddie’s White Wonder - This American dogwood is a superb hardy large shrub or small tree producing large white bracts in 

spring. Red berries in winter. (5mx4m)       

 $48.00 

Cornus Milky Way - Vigorous large growing shrub or small tree. Becomes smothered with large flat four petalled white starry shaped flowers 

in early summer. Red strawberry like fruit follows, which birds relish. Spectacular red and purple autumn leaves.  (4mx2m) 

 $45.50 

Cornus Moonbeam -This tree is extremely eye catching when in bloom. The very large, pointed, creamy white floral bracts hang gracefully 

on layered branches reminiscent of a moonbeam dancing through the clouds! Very showy and attractive. (5mx3m) 

 $45.50 

Cornus florida Rainbow – Summer foliage of this upright American dogwood heavily margined with gold. Tinges of pink then rich purple in 

Autumn. Creamy white flowers in Spring. (2.5x2m) 
70cm+ $45.50 
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Cornus Continued…. 

Cornus pendula (Weeping) - An attractive and unusual small weeping 'Dogwood' which would look lovely in a container. The pure white 

flower bracts appear on graceful pendulous branches in spring. These are sometimes followed by red fruits. Plant in a sunny position in nice 

rich soil for best results.  (2.5mx1.5m) 

  

$45.50 

Cotinus Grace -– The young foliage is a translucent wine-red shown to advantage in a sunny position.  The leaves mature to a rich red turning 

to orange, red & yellow in Autumn.  Large pinkish plume-like flowers emerge from the red stems, turning to a smoky-grey by late Summer. 

(3mx3m) 

50cm From 

$37.95 

Cotinus Obavatus - Vigorous, large shrub with green leaves through summer. Amazing autumn colours of red, orange, and purple leaves. 

Plume-like, pink flower-heads are borne over summer.  (5m x 6m) 

1.5m+ From 

$29.95 

Cratageus roseo Plena - Small upright tree with a compact rounded head. Impressive heads of double salmon pink flowers smother the tree in 

late spring. Tolerant of strong winds. Does not set fruit. Excellent street tree.  (5mx3m) 

 From 

$45.00 

Edgeworthia Grandiflora - Yellow Daphne. A special and unique plant from China that adds winter interest to the garden. Tightly clustered 

buds on stout stems open to reveal fragrant tubular flowers shaded bright yellow around August. Handsome grey green foliage follows. 

(1.5mx1.5m) 

 From 

$42.00 

Fagus Riversii – Large, dome-shaped tree with an open branch structure and smooth grey bark. Larger leaves than the usual purple beech. 

Rich, deep, purple-black, shiny leaves in spring. This colouring is held throughout the summer. Leaves drop cleanly in autumn. A magnificent 

specimen tree.   (10m x 6m) 

  

Fagus sylvatica - A large noble tree with structural, fan-shaped branches & ribbed green leaves. Provides dense shade as a specimen tree, with 

smooth, attractive grey bark. Great for a low maintenance tall hedge or pleaching. Brown leaves hold over winter providing year-round 

privacy. 

 From 

$29.95 

Fagus sylvatica Purple Fountain - Grows into a columnar form with cascading side branches. The leaves are purple-black, becoming greener 

by summer. The autumn leaves are yellow then orange-brown.   (5m x 3m) 

1.5m+  

Fagus sylvatica purpurea – (Purple Copper Beech) – It has a long slender trunk which greys with age. Glossy dark purple leaves appear in 

spring and fade to a copper bronze tone towards the end of Summer.   It can also make a great deciduous hedge as it responds well to trimming. 

(10m) 

 From 

$28.95 

Fraxinus Aurea (Golden Ash) - A special ornamental tree which lucky for us is easy to grow. The smooth golden yellow branches have a 

lovely structure. In spring big black buds open to reveal long lime yellow leaflets which gradually turn golden yellow in autumn and hold on 

the tree well before dropping.  (6mx5m)   

 $48.00 

Fraxinus Raywoodii – (Claret Ash) A deservedly popular & beautiful deciduous tree.  Elegant branch framework, neat pyramidal habit & 

handsome long narrow foliage. The bright green spring growth deepens to a rich purple claret in Autumn & holds well before falling. Easy to 

grow. One of our very best sellers!  (10m) 

2m+ From 

$45.00 

Gingko Biloba – A large handsome specimen tree famous for its gorgeous golden Autumn foliage. Tolerant of heat or cold, but, keep moist 

until established.  (10mx8m) 

 $38.95 

Gingko Autumn Gold – Selected male form of Maidenhair Tree with a symmetrical upright habit.  Golden Autumn foliage.  (7mx4m)  $44.95 
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Gleditsia Sunburst - Honey Locust. A quick growing, attractive specimen tree with dainty fern-like foliage. The new leaves are bright lime 

yellow turning to a softer green as summer progresses, finally turning vibrant gold before leaf fall. Graceful pendulous habit, easy to grow and 

lovely to sit under. (6mx5m) 

 $48.00 

Hamamelis x Intermedia “Arnold’s Promise - A truly wonderful small-growing, neat, upright, vase-shaped shrub that produces fragrant 

yellow blooms in late winter. The flowers are known by their spider like forms.  Stems of flowers look amazing in a vase and is a great way to 

prune the shrub. Attractive autumn foliage.  (1.5m x 3m) 

 $39.95 

Hamamelis x Intermedia “Dianne’’ - An interesting neat, upright, shrub that produces fragrant red blooms in late winter. The flowers are 

characterized by their shaggy spider like form. Plant in sun or part shade in rich soil that does not dry out in summer. Deciduous.  (3m x 2m) 

 $39.95 

Hamamelis x Intermedia “Jelena” - An interesting and attractive deciduous shrub with broad green leaves that colour well in autumn. The 

shaggy flowers which appear in spring are yellow, suffused with rich copper tones and very fragrant. Easy to grow in soil that does not 

completely dry out in summer.  (3m x 2m) 

 $39.95 

Liquidambar Burgundy - A distinguished narrow pyramidal form of this lovely deciduous tree. Large, lobed green leaves turn a deep 

burgundy red in autumn and hold well until leaf drop.  Give this tree plenty of space so the true beauty can be appreciated. (5mx3m) 

 From 

$45.00 

Liquidambar Gumball – Rarely Available - Forms a dense rounded ball of maple leaves. Autumn leaves in all the colours persist into winter. 

 Excellent street tree and great for formal planting.   

1.7m-1.9m high on 1.7m high Standard   - $99.90            Other standard heights will be available – price to be confirmed.                                                                                                    

Liquidambar Lane Roberts - This variety is well known for putting on a dazzling Autumn display. The green summer foliage gradually turns 

to rich tones of darkest crimson red as Autumn arrives.  Neat pyramidal habit.  (5mx3m) 

1.5m+ From 

$49.95 

Liquidambar Styraciflua – Forms a well-shaped stately pyramidal tree.  Very popular for its outstanding Autumn foliage colour.  Good 

growth rate in most conditions.  (7mx5m) 

 From 

$29.95 

Liriodendron Tulipifera - Tulip Tree. An attractive tall upright tree that has distinctive lobed leaves. In the spring it flowers with unusual tulip 

shaped green blooms with orange markings. An excellent paddock tree with mellow yellow autumn foliage. May take some years to flower but 

worth the wait. The Liriodendron is a close relative of the Magnolia and likes the same type of deep acid soil. Give this tree the space it 

deserves to reach its full magnificence. 

  

Magnolia’s 

Magnolia Athene - A NZ bred Magnolia of exceptional quality with large thick textured blooms of white blushed with pink at the base. Starts 

flowering at approximately 3 years of age. Very vigorous growth habit. Prefers acid soil and a sheltered spot.  (7mx3.5m) 

 $48.00 

Magnolia Black Tulip - Raised in NZ by Mark Jury this stunning Magnolia has large cup shaped blooms of an exceptionally dark ruby-red. 

Generous with bloom from a young age and a vigorous grower.  (6m x 4m) 

 $58.00 

Magnolia Brixton Belle - A Magnolia bred in Brixton, Taranaki. Flower buds form after the 1st year of planting and open to large rich pink 

blooms with a soft inner blush. Breath taking in full bloom and worthy of a place in any garden.  (4mx3.5m) 

 $49.90 

Magnolia Butterflies - A truly beautiful Magnolia with soft yellow fragrant blooms which when fully open flutter on the branches like giant 

butterflies. Flowers appear from late winter until early spring. (4mx3m) 

1m $49.00 

Magnolia Charles Raffill - A Magnolia with all the right heritage as it was raised at Kew in the 1940's. The buds are a seductive blush rose 

pink. The blooms are large - 23cm - and fragrant. Plant in a sheltered spot in acid soil. (7mx5m) 

 From 

$44.95 
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Magnolia’s Continued…… 

Magnolia Cleopatra - With large, sumptuous, cupped blooms of rich cerise purple 'Cleopatra' is certainly a beauty to behold. Bred in NZ this 

relatively small tree blooms from a young age and is stunning in full flower. (4mx3m) 

 $58.00 

Magnolia denudata - This small, deciduous tree comes from Central China where it is planted to represent purity and candor. Masses of 

scented, ivory-white flowers appear from mid-winter to early spring, just before the fresh green leaves. (5mx4m) 

 $48.00 

Magnolia Deryk – An unusually dark hybrid showing clearly influence from Genie the parent. It is a rich glowing velvet red and in some 

lights the colour becomes almost brick red. This variety sets flowers on all the tips.   (4m x 3m) 

  

$48.00 

Magnolia Felix/Felix Jury - Enormous, superb flowers open red and turn rosy pink. A spectacular sight in early spring when the compact tree 

will be covered in hundreds of blooms. The flowers have the bonus of being highly fragrant. (5mx3m) 

1m+  

$58.00 

Magnolia Genie - If you have wished for an easy to grow, beautiful, small tree then let 'Genie' work her magic. Bred in NZ and an 

International Award winner 'Genie' will present you with deep wine, fragrant, globular blooms from a young age. Narrow upright habit. (3m x 

1.5m) 

 $58.00 

Magnolia Gold Star - A vigorous bushy small tree bearing pale yellow stellata type flowers in early spring before the leaves. Large rounded 

leaves with maroon colouration on new growth. (5m) 

 From 

$49.95 

Magnolia Honey Tulip - Another drop-dead gorgeous hybrid from the Jury breeding programme. Large rounded goblet shaped blooms in a 

soft shade of honey yellow. The petals are of good substance and the flowers appear early spring on bare branches. Plant in a sheltered position 

in acid soil for best results.    (6m x 4m) 

 $58.00 

Magnolia Iolanthe - From early spring very large bowl-shaped rose-pink blooms appear with a creamy white interior.  A magnificent variety. 

(6mx4m) 

1m $48.00 

Magnolia Koban Dori - Beautiful yellow blooms, flowering with foliage smaller than other yellow varieties. (3m) 1m $48.00 

Magnolia Leonard Messel - Deep pink buds that open to a profusion of star shaped blooms in a softer shade of pink. The blooms have a 

delightful fragrance and appear in early spring. Growth habit is more shrub-like rather than upright. (4mx3m) 

1m $48.00 

Magnolia Pink Sensation - Upright habit of growth with deepish pink, upright flowers.     $49.00 

Magnolia Red As - Wine red, cup shaped blooms with a luxurious texture decorate this fabulous small tree in early spring. Beautiful as a 

standalone specimen or make an even stronger statement by planting a group. Happiest in a sheltered, wind free spot in acid soil. NZ Bred.  

 $49.00 

Magnolia Royal Purple - The perfect Magnolia for those of you with limited space as this particular variety has a narrow, upright growth 

habit. Bright, royal purple blooms in Spring. (4mx1.5m) 

80cm $49.00 

Magnolia Serene - Large, deep rose, bowl shaped blooms stand out on naked branches in early spring. Yet another winner from the Jury 

family As with most of their hybrids, flowers from a young age. (5mx4m) 

1m $49.00 

Magnolia Star Wars – One of the most spectacular & long flowering Magnolias with large, star shaped flowers of rose pink with blush white 

interiors. A hardy hybrid. Very popular. (5mx4m) 

1.2m From 

$44.95 

Magnolia Strawberry Fields - A NZ hybrid with vibrant red blooms in the shape of a large star. Flowers for a long period in late winter 

spring. Develops into an upright columnar tree.    (5mx3m) 

1.2m From 

$49.00 

Magnolia Susan – Showy & worthy addition to any garden. A tall multi-branched shrub that simply flowers it head off. The blooms are deep 

reddish violet with white interiors with  the added bonus of a soft fragrance.  (2.5m) 

1.2m $48.00 
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Magnolia’s Continued…. 

Magnolia Sweetheart - This beautiful Magnolia is indeed a sweetheart with large soft pink blooms with a deeper pink centre.  

 The flowers are fragrant and appear from late winter until spring. (5mx3m) 

 

1m 

 

$49.00 

Magnolia stellata Jane Platt –Rich pink flowers with many tepals on a small compact bush.  Rich pink flowers with many tepal Star 

Magnolia. A strong, upright large shrub that flowers in late winter. The blooms open from soft pink buds and are large, fragrant, snowy-white 

and star-like. Green foliage. Plant in a sunny, sheltered spot in acid soil for best results. s on a compact bush.  (1.5m) 

70cm $48.00 

Magnolia stellata King Rose - This little sweetie is ideal for those of you with small gardens or for filling a little corner. Masses of soft pink 

buds open to white blooms with a hint of pink at the base. Flowers in spring.   (2m x 2m) 

70cm From 

$42.95 

Magnolia Royal Star - Star Magnolia. A strong, upright large shrub that flowers in late winter. The blooms open from soft pink buds and are 

large, fragrant, snowy-white and star-like. Green foliage. Plant in a sunny, sheltered spot in acid soil for best results.  

70cm $48.00 

Magnolia Vulcan – The flowers of this stunning Magnolia are deep wine- pink and beautifully cupped. A magnificent specimen tree.  

(5mx4m)   

70cm $49.00 

Magnolia stellata Waterlily - Awarded an Award of Garden Merit in 1993 this is a lovely deciduous shrub that is quite vigorous and hardy. 

The silky pink buds open to reveal white shaggy star shaped flowers set against attractive bare branches. Fresh, dark green foliage follows. 

(3mx2m) 

70cm $48.00 

Magnolia stellata Wild Cat - his is a stronger growing stellata type due to its mixed parentage with Magnolia kobus. Well-formed white fully 

double flowers with narrow tepals make this a very attractive large bush or small tree. It will reach 3m tall by 2m wide in about ten years 

 $49.00 

Malus Crabapple  

The crab apple is one of those rare, catch-all trees that tick not one but all the boxes on the gardener's checklist. It all starts in spring with a riot of blousy white or pink 

blossom that draws in the pollinators as they stir from their winter slumber.  They are ready to pick from early autumn and, just as the spring blossom draws in the 

bees, any fruits left on the tree into winter serve as a beacon to birds.  Crabapples are more tolerant of adverse soil conditions than other flowering trees and are long 

lived and hardy. 

Malus Ellerslie - There is a lot to like about the gorgeous weeping Crabapple. Masses of dark red buds open to reveal soft crimson 

blossoms in spring, these are followed by small red fruits that will hold on the tree well into winter. The foliage is a soft shade of maroon. 

 Easy to grow in a sunny spot.   1.7m – 1.8m on a 1.5m Standard - $59.00 

Malus Gorgeous - This Crabapple is gorgeous in spring when white to soft pink single blooms smother the branches. These are followed by 

masses of shiny bright crimson apples' that hold well on the tree through to autumn. Ideal for making jelly.  (3mx2m)        

1.5m $45.00 

Malus Ioensis Plena - Large, double, frilly pink, fragrant blossoms decorate the tree in late Spring. 

The summer foliage is a soft sage green & also very decorative. (3mx2m)     

                                      Low Worked -     $46.00                                   1.5m on a 1.2m Standard - $49.95               1.8m-2m on a 1.5 m Standard $54.95 
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Crabapples Continued…… 

Malus Jack Humm - The single white blossom in spring is followed by large shiny red 'apples' that stand out on the bare branches right 

through winter.  (3mx2m)        

 

1.5m 

 

$45.00 

Malus Jelly King- A tree with spectacular large orange-pink fruit that persist much longer than most large fruited crab apples. Strong white 

blossom covers this vigorous but compact tree in Spring. Makes excellent pink jelly.  (4mx2.5m) 

1.5m $46.00 

Malus Kaitoke - Attractive small tree with crabs turning red in mid-summer, contrasting well against the dark purple-green leaves.  

2m+ on 1.8m Standard - $59.95 

Malus Trilobata – A very distinct, upright branched tree.  Leaves maple like, deeply three lobed.   Attractively tinted in Autumn.  Flowers 

white, yellow fruit seldom produced.     (5m x 3m) 

1.5m $45.00 

Malus Wright’s Scarlet - Beautiful white blossom in spring followed by a plentiful supply of large Crimson fruits that hold on the tree 

through winter. Wine coloured summer foliage. (3mx3m) 

1.5m + $42.00 

Melia azedarach - (Indian Bead Tree) Pale lilac flowers followed by beautiful shiny leaves that are remarkably wind tolerant.  (7mx5m) 1.5m+ From 

$38.95 

Morus alba Pendula - Desirable, weeping form of the highly ornamental Mulberry tree. The glossy large heart shaped leaves always look fresh. 

 Small edible fruits appear in spring and are loved by birds! Give this special tree the space to spread its lovely pendulous branch formation.                                                                               

1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Standard - $52.00 

Nyssa sinensis – (Chinese Tupelo) A desirable ornamental tree which is highly rated for its spectacular autumn colour. New growth in spring 

is tinged red gradually turning green for summer, tones of intense red and yellow prior to leaf fall. Prefers sun or part shade.   (7m x 5m) 

1m $45.00 

Nyssa Sylvatica – (The Tupelo or Sour Gum) is an elegant specimen tree highly rated for spectacular autumn colour and the fact that it 

flourishes in swampy conditions. The summer foliage is glossy green, lower branches are slightly pendulous in habit. Happy in sun or part 

shade.   (7mx5m) 

1.2m + $54.00 

Nyssa Sylvatica “Sheffield” - The word Nyssa means Water Nymph which will give you a strong indication that this deciduous tree loves to 

grow in moist conditions. Ideal for pond side or swamp planting. Slow growing and shy to leaf in spring but very graceful once the leaves 

emerge. Simply stunning autumn colour. (7mx5m) 

1m $57.00 

Parrotia persica - An upright tree with oval crown. Brilliant autumn colour of orange, red and yellow. Showy red flowers arrive before the 

dark-green leaves. Peeling bark is attractive in grey, green, white and brown. Prefers part-shade to full sun. Avoid wet feet.  

(5m x 2m) 

1.4m+ From 

$29.95 

Paulownia Tomentosa - (Japanese Imperial Tree) – Violet-blue, trumpet shaped, fragrant flowers with darker spots & yellow stripes.  Seed 

capsules about the size of a walnut, often remain until the next seasons flowers.  Spreading tropical looking tree.  (8mx6m) 

1.2m $46.95 

Platanus Acerfolia – (London Plane) A large handsome specimen tree which is popular for avenue and street planting. Tolerant of poor soil 

& limited moisture once established. The large leaves are shaded soft green and complement the attractive mottled bark. Distinguished and 

deciduous.   (7mx5m) 

 $39.95 
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Prunus Flowering Cherries –  

Oriental flowering cherries are the undisputed aristocrats of flowering trees. Few trees can match their abundance and magnificence of floral display. Many also have 

attractive foliage, bold form, interesting stem texture and great autumn colour. Some are smaller trees varying from low and spreading to tall and erect in habit. 

Flowering cherries like moist, well drained, fertile soil. Trees are shallow rooted, so other plants should not be planted around. 

Some of the below varieties are available in Larger Grades  – please inquire for price & height 

Prunus Accolade - Small handsome tree with spreading branches and masses of semi-double rich pink  

4 cm flowers in pendulous clusters. (5mx5m) 

1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Std $48.50            2m + high on 1.8m Standard - $50.00 

Prunus Accolade - Small handsome tree with spreading branches and masses of semi-double rich pink  

4 cm flowers in pendulous clusters. (5mx5m) 

 1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Std $48.50            2m + high on 1.8m Standard - $50.00 

Prunus Amanagowa - Upright Flowering Cherry. A popular street planting tree because of its narrow columnar habit. Clusters of fragrant, semi-double, shell-pink 

blossoms smother the tree in mid spring. Fresh bronze-green spring foliage turning bright green for summer. The Japanese name Amanagowa means 'Milky Way' 

describing the tree in full bloom. The Royal Horticultural Society have given this tree an Award of Garden Merit.   (6m x 2.5m)     $59.95 

Prunus Awanui - Raised in NZ, 'Awanui' other flowering cherries is a little different from in that the horizontal branches drape softly almost to ground level.  

The prolific spring blooms are softest baby pink and single. A tree in full blossom is extremely pretty. Definitely a must have!  (5m x 3m)   

     1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Standard $49.95 

Prunus Falling Snow – (Weeping Flowering Cherry) - A beautiful and graceful small tree with pendulous 

arching branches. In spring the branches are smothered in single white blossom that is blushed with 

just a hint of pink. Very pretty. Fresh green summer foliage that colours well in autumn. (2mx2m) 

1.4m high on 1.2m Standard - $47.00        

  1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Std - $49.95 

1.8m-2m high on 1.8m Std - $55.00 

Prunus camp. Felix Jury - Very deep claret red blossom in early spring. Very popular with Tui’s & Waxeyes. Upright habit. (5mx3m) 

1.5m-1.7m high on 1.2 Standard $47.00 

Prunus Kanzan – Strongly ascending branches spreading with age.  Rich, double pink blossom.  New growth reddish-brown.  (6mx4m) 

1.2-1.5m high on 1.2m Standard - $47.00        1.8m-2m high on 1.8m Standard $50.00 

Prunus Kiku-Shidare Sakura -   (Weeping Cherry) -  Pretty, pendulous branches of frilly, rich pink, double blossom announce spring has arrived during 

 September/October. Glossy bronze-green new foliage turns green for summer and scarlet for autumn.  

A lovely specimen that will do best in a sunny well drained spot.  (2.5m x 2m) 

1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Std $49.95                                  

Prunus Pendula Rosea – (Japanese Rose Bud Cherry) – Dainty single pink blossoms on slender,   gracefully arching branches.  (2mx2.5m)           Weeper 

1.2-1.5m high on 1.2m Standard - $47.00                              1.8m-2m high on 1.8m Standard - $55.00 

Prunus Pink Perfection - This beautiful blossom tree is well named as it is just 'perfection' in full flower in late spring.  Fully double, frilly blossom that is 

 shaded a pretty rose pink. The new spring foliage emerges bronze, turning green for summer and then puts on a vivid autumn display before leaf fall. 

  (6m x 4m)   1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Standard $48.50 
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Prunus Continued… 

Prunus Shimidsu Sakura – Highly regarded.  Lovely double, pale pink blossom. 

Graceful wide spreading habit. (4mx5m) 

1.2m-1.6m high on 1.2m Standard From $47.00 

1.6-1.7 high on 1.5m Standard From $48.50 

1.8m-2m high on 1.8m Standard $50.00 

Prunus Shirotae (Mt Fuji Cherry) – A very beautiful & popular cherry.  Long drooping clusters 

of large single or semi-double snow-white flowers.  A vigorous wide spreading tree.    (4mx5m) 

1.2m-1.6m high on 1.2m Standard From $45.00                                        

    1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Standard $48.50 

1.8m-2m high on 1.8m Standard $50.00 

Prunus Pendula Rosea – (Japanese Rose Bud Cherry) – Dainty single pink blossoms on slender, 

gracefully arching branches.  (2mx2.5m)           Weeper 

1.2-1.5m high on 1.2m Standard - $47.00 

1.8m-2m high on 1.8m Std - $55.00 

Prunus Ukon - A robust tree with round, spreading habit and distinctive semi double yellow green blossom beautifully set off amongst 

 coppery young foliage in mid spring. Good autumn colour. (5mx5m)    

1.6m-1.2m high on 1.5m Standard From $47.00 

Prunus yeo. Purpendens - In spring it's all dressed up with pale pink to white single blossoms that smother 

the branches. The tree forms a broad umbrella of green foliage in summer. Vivid autumn display. 

A must have! (2.5m x 2.5m)        1.8m -2m on 1.8m Std - $59.95 

Pyrus Aristocrat – Vigorous, ornamental pear with dense pyramidal growth.  Attractive white blooms in Spring with brilliant red foliage in 

Autumn.  Ideal as a shade or Specimen tree.  Hardy. (6mx4m)   

2m $49.95 

Pyrus Bradford - An outstanding specimen tree.  Vigorous, medium sized, dense-headed tree. A prolific flowerer that also has excellent autumn 

colouring in crimson and scarlet tones. Hardy.  (7mx4m) 
2m $49.95 

Pyrus s pendula (Weeping Silver Pear) - A very elegant & attractive weeping tree with silvery grey bark. Willow-like shiny leaves white at  

first becoming silver green. (2mx2m) 

1.5m-1.7m high on 1.5m Standard $53.00 

1.8m-2m on 1.8m Standard $56.00 
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Oak’s 

The well-known acorns, the characteristic leaves, distinctive bark and trunks &the legendary long life of these wonderful trees are all features  

that combine to make oaks one of the best known and loved trees of all time.  They have come to epitomise strength, reliability & longevity 

Quercus coccinea (Scarlet Oak) – This tree is a very popular North American oak with a large, broadly columnar form. Its leaves are a dark 

green  colour which change to a brilliant, scarlet red colour in autumn. It is also known to have the most brilliant autumn colour of all the oaks.  

It retains some coppery-coloured foliage during winter.  (7m x 5m) 

1.5m+ From 

$29.95 

Quercus palustris (Pin Oak) – Long, layered branches on a vigorous grower.  Good Autumn tonings of burnt orange to 

 bronze red.  Prefers less alkaline conditions.  (10m)            

1.5m+ From 

$29.95 

Quercus robur – (The English Oak) A large, long lived-tree, developing a broad head of rugged branches. Acorns produced are one to several 

clusters on a slender stalk.  (8mx5m) 

1.5m+ From  

$29.95 

Quercus rubra – (Red Oak) - A handsome specimen tree. Large lobed dark green leaves that colour well in tones of red and orange prior to 

leaf fall. Ideal paddock tree as it needs space to grow to its true glory.   (10mx7m) 

1.5m+ From 

$49.95 

Robinia Frisia - This attractive deciduous tree provides soft filtered shade with its open habit and pinnate leaf shape. It is a moderate grower 

with striking lime green foliage which intensifies into a vibrant, golden colour in autumn. Long white, pea-like flowers are fragrant & appear in 

early Summer.  (9mx6m) 

 $47.00 

Robinia Lace Lady - The twisted contorted branches and lacy foliage of 'Lace Lady' will certainly attract attention. 

White fragrant flowers may occur in summer and nice yellow autumn foliage. 

1.2m-1.6m high on 1.2m Standard - $49.00 

Robinia Mop Top - A ball of fresh green lush foliage, two to three metres in diameter.  A naturally round ball on a straight standard stem.  

Effective landscaping tree. (4mx3m)                                         

    1.2m-1.6m high on 1.2m Standard- From $49.00  

1.6m-2m high on 1.5m Standard – From $53.00      

1.7-1.9m high on 1.7m Standard – From $57.00 

Salix c Kilmarnock – Forms a small umbrella like tree with slender, stiffly pendulous branches. 

From Winter to early Spring, each branch is studded with large tan buds opening white.  Ideal for floral work.  (2 mx 1.5m) 

1.8m-2m high on 1.7m Standard - $66.00 

Salix alba Vitellina – Broadly spreading, deciduous. Current year’s shoots are yellow in winter, adding a touch of colour.    

Has been planted around waterbodies, rain gardens and have been used alongside crack willow in flood protection plantings.   (15m) 

1.8m From  

$29.95 

Sorbus Scarlet King - Upright form of Mountain Ash with grey-green foliage contrasting well with the large bunches of scarlet berries through 

summer and autumn. Berries best in colder districts. This hardy tree can tolerate heat or cold, strong winds and low humidity.  (15m x 6m) 
80cm From 

$53.00 

Sorbus “Eastern Promise” - Eastern Promise' is a small tree with an oval crown, an upright habit with pinnate leaves  

that turn purple & orange-red in autumn and clusters of small white flowers followed by rose-pink berries. (8mx4m 

50cm From 

$53.00 

Sophora japonica Pendula – (Japanese Pagoda) is a stunning weeping tree with branches that cascade to the ground. The deep green oval 

leaflets turn soft yellow in autumn. In summer creamy white pea like flowers appear in large clusters on mature trees.  (3.5mx2m) 

50cm From  

$78.00 
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Syringa Mme Lemoine – Lovely scented trusses of double creamy white blossom in late Spring.  Plant in  

full sun or light shade.  (2m x 1.5m) 

50cm $45.00 

Syringa Mrs Edward Harding - Mrs Edward Harding clothes itself with heart-shaped leaves and double flowers that emerge purplish red in 

spring, fading to deep pink by early summer. The clusters of flowers are beautifully formed and fragrant. Nice to pick. Plant in sun to light shade 

in deep well worked soil. Side dress with lime occasionally. Deciduous 

50cm $45.00 

Syringa Pats Lilac - Gorgeous single lilac flowers abound on this large shrub. The clusters of flowers are beautifully formed and fragrant. Nice 

to pick. Plant in sun to light shade in deep well worked soil. (2mx1.5m) 

50cm $45.00 

Syringa Purple Glory - Get ready for the Lilac that doesn't keep you waiting. That's right 'Purple Glory' is a rambunctious bloomer giving you 

loads of sweet bloom even when young plants. Not only is this selection incredibly dependable and floriferous, it's also a stunner sporting big 

cones of bluish-purple, fragrant flowers that will fill your landscape with their heavenly aroma.   

50cm $45.00 

Syringa Sensation - This Lilac has panicles of purple flowers that are edged delicately in white. The fragrant blooms appear in mid spring and 

are followed by rich green foliage. (2.5mx1.5m) 
50cm $45.00 

Syringa vulgaris Congo - Commonly known as Lilac but there is nothing common about this lovely spring flowering lilac. Delicious panicles 

of deep mauve single blooms with a reddish hue and a delightful fragrance. Happy in sun or part shade in deeply worked soil. 
50cm $45.00 

Taxodium distichum – A strikingly beautiful tree & the most suitable conifer for wet soils.  Forms a large pyramidal tree with fibrous reddish-

brown bark & a strongly buttressed trunk.  (7mx4m) 
 $45.00 

Tilia platyphyllos – Broad leaved Lime.  A large vigorous tree of rounded habit, with downy shoots. Leaves are roundish-ovate sharply toothed.  

Flowers appear in early Summer.  A commonly planted tree. (20mx10m) 
 From  

$49.95 
Ulmus glabra Lutescens – (Golden Elm) -Vase shaped tree with a large spreading canopy. Large soft golden leaves maintain their show from 

spring until autumn when they become brighter before falling. Hardiest of the golden foliaged trees to winds. Profusion of double lime green 

blossom on bare spring branches. Excellent as a street, avenue, park, or specimen tree.  (6m x 5m) 

2m+ From 

$49.95 

Ulmus glabra Pendula - Weeping Elm. A very special weeping tree with graceful pendulous branches clothed in 

deep green leaves with 'toothed' edges. The tree matures into a dome headed shape with the branches draping to the ground.  

Looks good all year round even when bare. Hardy and easy to grow. 

2.1 – 2.3m high on a 2m Standard - $82.00 
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